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Christening is the first ceremony after the birth of a baby and is of course a memorable occasion for
the baby's parents, family and relatives. Christening is a ceremony that must be treasured because
it is a very important ceremony in the life of the baby and it is worth spending enough time to choose
thoughtful Christening Gifts so that they are appreciated by the baby's parents and the baby as well
when he or she grows up. Here are traditional and contemporary Christening gifts ideas:

Traditional gifts ideal for the Christening ceremony are prayer book or Bible, children's book of Bible
stories, silver spoon, china piggy bank, Christening bracelet and Christian jewelry like a neck piece
with a cross-shaped pendant. Some of the contemporary gifts ideal for Christening ceremony are
naming a star after the name of the baby, personalized toy or picture, keepsake box, baby photo
album, first tooth box, hand stitched clothes or hand knitted woolens, personalized blanket, angel
figurines, etc. You can also present some practical Christening Gifts like savings bond, cash, gift
cheque or gift vouchers.  Although some of these gifts may not be of any use for the baby at present
but he or she will definitely cherish they will grow up.

Anniversaries are really special occasions which make people remember their day of wedding.
Remembering these special days help us relive those moments again. Although, it is impossible to
go back in the past to experience them again but we can remember them. Since gifts are an integral
part of every occasion, presenting  Anniversary Gifts is also a popular trend. However, while
choosing gifts for the purpose of presenting them on your friend's anniversary make sure you
choose unique and unusual gifts.

You can present a personalized Anniversary Calendar featuring a new picture every month. You
can even personalize them with a name you like. Other things that can be presented as Anniversary
Gifts are red polished glass keepsake, jewelry, a pair of Happy Anniversary cufflinks, a bottle of
luxury personalized champagne, photo frames, photo albums, etc. Apart from these there are a
wide range of products available in the market for you to choose from like flowers, chocolates, gift
hampers, perfumes, etc. But it is always advisable to present something which brings the couple joy
and happiness and they are able to treasure for their life.

Thus, it is important to be thoughtful while selecting Christening Gifts and Anniversary Gifts for your
near and dear ones.
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